SLED Summit: Advancing Safety Solutions for State & Local, Police, and Education

Join us for the SLED (State & Local Government, Police, and Education) Summit, where we’re showcasing cutting-edge solutions tailored for educational institutions, public-safety, and beyond. Explore how AI-driven analytics enhance security, operational efficiency, and community well-being. From detecting threats to enabling swift responses, witness the latest advancements in security technology designed specifically for state & local government, police, and education sectors.

Discover these benefits:

- **Sense**: Detect guns or gunshots, suspicious activity, or unsafe conditions with AI built-in to Bosch cameras
- **Alert**: Quickly notify the right people to a possible or verified risk
- **Fortify**: Initiate fortification actions automatically when an event occurs
- **Engage**: Trigger automated messages with loudspeakers integrated with the video system
- **Respond**: Initiate messages to play over security or facility staff’s two-way radios in critical situations

Don’t miss this opportunity to elevate your safety practices and witness the latest advancements in security technology.

### Showcase schedule:

**Wednesday April 17, 2024**

**11:00 - 12:00**

- Welcome/Bosch Overview
- Elevating security through SAFER SLED environments
- Analytics – IVA Pro
  - Gun Detection System
  - Secure buildings
  - Parking management
  - Safeguarding interiors
  - Monitor sensitive zones

**12:00 - 1:00 Lunch**

**1:00 - 5:00 Live Demo**

- **Gun Detection System**
  - Audio analytics gunshot detection
  - Visual gun detection
- **Bosch – IVA Pro**
  - Crowd detection
  - Vehicle/people counting
  - SAFER kit

Questions, comments? Please reach out to the following:

**Will Simrell**: 585-678-3561
will.simrell@us.bosch.com

Learn more about Bosch SLED